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Effect of Coulomb energy on the symmetry energy coefficients of finite nuclei
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The nuclear symmetry energy coefficients of finite nuclei are extracted by using the differences between the
masses of isobaric nuclei. Based on the masses of more than 2400 nuclei with A = 10–270, we investigate the
model dependence in the extraction of the symmetry energy coefficient. We find that the extraction of the symmetry
energy coefficients is strongly correlated with the forms of the Coulomb energy and the mass dependence of
the symmetry energy coefficient adopted. The values of the extracted symmetry energy coefficients increase by
about 2 MeV for heavy nuclei when the Coulomb correction term is involved. The values of the bulk symmetry
energy coefficient S0 and the surface-to-volume ratio κ are simultaneously investigated based on the extracted
symmetry energy coefficients.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The symmetry energy coefficient plays a key role not only in
nuclear physics, such as the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions
induced by radioactive beams and the structure of exotic nuclei
near nuclear drip lines [1–6], but also for a number of important
issues in astrophysics, such as the dynamical evolution of the
core collapse of a massive star and the associated explosive
nucleosynthesis [7–13]. Nuclear mass is one of the most
precisely measured quantities in nuclear physics. It can provide
information on the symmetry energy coefficient asym through
the liquid-drop mass systematics. In the global fitting of
nuclear masses in the framework of the liquid-drop mass
formula, the symmetry coefficient asym of finite nuclei enters
as a mass-dependent phenomenological parameter [14–18]. In
the symmetry energy coefficient asym, the volume coefficient
S0, which represents the nuclear symmetry energy at a normal
density and the surface coefficient asym,surf (or the surface-to-
volume ratio κ = −asym,surf/S0), are two important quantities.
In the realistic calculations of nuclear masses, two forms for
description of the mass dependence of asym are frequently
used. One is a(1)

sym(A) = S0(1 − κ/A1/3) [19–27], which takes
into consideration the curvature corrections; the other is
a(2)

sym(A) = S0(1 + κ/A1/3)−1 [28–31], which is proposed in
Ref. [28], whose authors suggested that the symmetry energy
is similar to the energy of a capacitor in electrostatics. The
values of the parameters S0 and κ are quite different in different
theoretical frameworks. It is therefore necessary to investigate
the influence of model dependence on the extraction of the
nuclear symmetry coefficient.

In addition, the extraction of the symmetry energy coeffi-
cient asym(A) from the nuclear binding energy is not an easy
task due to its mass dependence and the correlations with
the Coulomb energy and the microscopic corrections. The
standard procedure of extraction of the symmetry energy from
a fit of mass formula to the experimental binding energies [15]
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is not free of ambiguities and does not allow one to separate
the symmetry energy into the volume and surface contributions
directly. The authors in Ref. [23] have proposed a method to
extract the symmetry energy coefficient of finite nuclei from
the differences in the available experimental binding energies
of a pair of isobaric nuclei with �Z = 2. In this approach, the
influence of the volume energy, the surface energy, and the
pairing effects can be effectively removed, only the Coulomb
energy term plays an important role in the procedure of ex-
traction of the symmetry energy. Actually, the binding energy
differences between a pair of isobaric nuclei is a functional
of both the symmetry energy and the Coulomb energy. It is
therefore necessary to investigate the influence of Coulomb
energy on the extraction of the symmetry energy coefficients.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the Coulomb
energy expression and its coefficients are determined from the
difference in the experimental binding energies for 88 pairs of
mirror nuclei in the region 11 � A � 75. Four sets Coulomb
energy expressions Ec are investigated and compared. In
Sec. III, we extract the average symmetry energy coefficient
ãsym(A) by using the differences between the masses of
isobaric nuclei and simultaneously obtain the values of S0

and κ by fitting ãsym(A). The influence of the Coulomb energy
term and shell correction on the symmetry energy coefficient is
also studied in Sec. III. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. IV.

II. COULOMB ENERGY OF THE NUCLEUS

It is known that the corresponding Coulomb energy of
a spherical nucleus with a uniform charge distribution can
be written as Ec = 3Z2e2/5R, with R the radius of the
nucleus and Z the charge number. Assuming R = r0A

1/3, one
obtains Ec = acZ

2/A1/3 with the Coulomb energy coefficient
ac = 3e2/5r0 (see set I in Table I). In this work, the value
of ac is determined from the difference in the experimental
binding energies for 88 pairs of mirror nuclei (with the same
mass number A, but with neutrons and protons interchanged)
in the region 11 � A � 75 based on the data in the 2012
Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2012) [32], which follows
the method adopted in Refs. [24,33], and [34]. Due to the
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TABLE I. Four sets of Coulomb energy expressions adopted
in the calculations. The optimal values of the Coulomb energy
coefficients ac and b are determined from measured binding energy
differences of 88 pairs of mirror nuclei in the region 11 � A � 75.
σ denotes the corresponding rms deviations with respect to the data.

Coulomb energy Ec ac (MeV) b σ (keV)

Set I ac
Z2

A1/3 0.625 — 336

Set II ac
Z2

A1/3 (1 − bZ−2/3) 0.715 1.374 121

Set III ac
Z(Z−1)

A1/3 0.642 — 249

Set IV ac
Z(Z−1)

A1/3 (1 − bZ−2/3) 0.704 0.985 118

charge independence of nuclear force, the binding energies
of mirror pairs differ only in their Coulomb energies. The
difference in binding energy between two mirror nuclei is thus
�B = �Ec = ac(N2 − Z2)/A1/3 = ac�ZA2/3, where �Z is
the difference in proton number between the two mirror nuclei.
The quantity �B/�Z should increase linearly with A2/3.

In Table I we list four sets of Coulomb energy expressions
Ec, the corresponding coefficients, and the corresponding
rms deviations σ with respect to the data from mirror
nuclei. In Fig. 1(a) the binding energy differences of the 88
pairs of mirror nuclei, scaled by the charge difference �Z,
are plotted versus A2/3 and are seen to lie on a straight
line. The value of �Z ranges from 1 (32 cases) to 5 (1
case). When adopting Coulomb energy expression set I, one
obtains ac = 0.625 MeV, with an rms deviation of 336 keV
(dashed line). The dotted line denotes the linear fit to the
experimental data with an rms deviation of 121 keV. The
obtained slope is 0.715 MeV and the intercept is −1.04
MeV. The nonzero intercept represents the contributions of
the Coulomb exchange term and other correction terms such
as the nuclear surface diffuseness correction. If we adopt
the Coulomb energy expression Ec = acZ

2(1 − bZ−2/3)/A1/3

(set II in Table I), in which the contributions of the Coulomb
exchange term and other correction terms are taken into
account, we obtain ac = 0.715 MeV and b = 1.374, based
on the linear fit �B/�Z = 0.715A2/3 − 1.04. It is known
that the Coulomb exchange coefficient b1 = 5

4 ( 3
2π

)2/3 � 0.764
coming from the antisymmetrization of the wave function,
which implies that the contributions from other corrections

such as nuclear surface diffuseness are comparable with that
from the Coulomb exchange term.

In order to study the effect of the Coulomb energy on the
symmetry energy coefficient, the Coulomb energy expression
Ec = acZ(Z − 1)/A1/3 (set III) is also investigated. Here, Z2

is replaced by Z(Z − 1) to remove the contribution of a proton
interacting with itself. The Coulomb energy coefficient ac is
determined using the procedure mentioned previously. The
difference in the binding energy between two mirror nuclei is
�B = �Ec = ac�Z(A − 1)/A1/3 and the quantity �B/�Z
increases linearly with (A − 1)/A1/3. The optimal value of
ac is 0.642 MeV when adopting Ec = acZ(Z − 1)/A1/3.
For Coulomb energy expression set IV, one obtains ac =
0.704 MeV, b = 0.985, and the corresponding rms deviation
is 118 keV. From Table I and Fig. 1, one sees that the rms
deviations for Coulomb energy expression set I and set III are
relatively larger than those of expression set II and set IV. It is
implied that the contribution of Coulomb exchange and other
correction terms is important, and the Coulomb energy ex-
pression Ec = 0.704Z(Z − 1)(1 − 0.985Z−2/3)/A1/3 (set IV)
with the smallest rms deviation could provide more reliable
results in the extraction of the symmetry energy coefficients.

Figure 2 shows the Coulomb energy Ec as a function of the
mass number A. The dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, and solid
curves represent the Coulomb energies of nuclei with expres-
sion sets I, II, III, and IV listed in Table I, respectively. From
Fig. 2 one sees that the results are close to each other for light
nuclei with A � 80, while the obvious differences appear in the
region of heavy nuclei. The deviation in the results from adopt-
ing the Coulomb expressions of set I versus set II increases
with A and reaches about 60 MeV at A = 250. The deviations
between set III and set IV, between set I and set III, and between
set II and set IV at A = 250 are 40, 15, and 6 MeV, respectively.
This implies that the result of Coulomb parametrization is
sensitive to the region of heavy nuclei, which directly affects
the result of extracting the symmetry energy coefficient.

III. SYMMETRY ENERGY COEFFICIENT

In the Bethe-Weiszacker mass formula [35,36], the binding
energy of a nucleus with mass number A is expressed as

B(A,Z) = avA − asA
2/3 − Ec − asym

(N − Z)2

A
+ δ, (1)

σ

Δ
Δ

σσ

σ

Δ
Δ

FIG. 1. Scaled binding energy differences of 88 pairs of mirror nuclei as a function (a) of A2/3 and (b) of (A − 1)/A1/3.
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FIG. 2. Coulomb energy Ec as a function of mass number A. The
dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, and solid curves represent the Coulomb
energy expressions of sets I, II, III, and IV in Table I, respectively.

with δ = apA−1/2 for even-even nuclides, δ = −apA−1/2 for
odd-odd nuclides, and δ = 0 for odd-A nuclides (i.e., even-odd
and odd-even). av , as , asym, and ap are the volume, surface,
symmetry, and pairing energy coefficients, respectively. Ec is
the Coulomb energy.

Based on the Bethe-Weiszacker mass formula of Eq. (1)
and the Coulomb energy expression Ec = acZ

2/A1/3 (set I),
the binding energy difference between two isobaric nuclei with
�Z which is a multiple of 2 is written as

B(A,Z + 1)−B(A,Z − 1) =
[

8asym
(A − 2Z)

A
−4ac

Z

A1/3

]
,

(2)

B(A,Z + 2)−B(A,Z − 2)

= 2

[
8asym

(A − 2Z)

A
− 4ac

Z

A1/3

]
, · · · (3)

B(A,Z + n)−B(A,Z − n) = n

[
8asym

(A − 2Z)

A
−4ac

Z

A1/3

]
.

(4)

From Eqs. (2)–(4), we can obtain the expression

asym(A)

= A

8(A − 2Z)

[
B(A,Z + i) − B(A,Z − i)

i
+ 4ac

Z

A1/3

]
,

(5)

where i = 1,2,3, . . . ,n, and n is the count of isobaric nuclei
pairs for a given mass number A. From Eq. (5), we can see that
the volume, surface, and pairing terms are removed from the
difference between two isobaric nuclei; the symmetry energy
coefficient asym(A) depends on the number i, the Coulomb
energy coefficient ac, and the chosen central nucleus (A,Z).
The dependence of i can be canceled through the summation

of Eqs. (2)–(4):
n∑

i=1

[B(A,Z + i) − B(A,Z − i)]

= n(n + 1)

2

[
8asym

(A − 2Z)

A
− 4ac

Z

A1/3

]
. (6)

The average symmetry energy coefficient of a finite nucleus is
then expressed as

ãsym(A) = A

4(A − 2Z)

{
1

n(n + 1)

n∑
i=1

[B(A,Z + i)

−B(A,Z − i)] + 2ac

Z

A1/3

}
, (7)

which is the mean value of Eq. (5) with i from 1 to n for a
given mass number A. The central reference nucleus (A,Z)
is usually selected according to the following procedure. We
assume that there are k isobaric nuclei for a given mass number
A. If k is an odd number, we set n = (k − 1)/2 and select the
nucleus [A,(Zmax + Zmin)/2] as the central reference nucleus.
Zmin and Zmax denote the minimum and the maximum charge
numbers, respectively. If k is an even number, we set n =
k/2 − 1, select the nucleus (A,Zmin + n) or (A,Zmax − n) as
the central reference nucleus, and then take the mean value of
these two cases for ãsym(A) by using Eq. (7). In this work, the
symmetric nucleus (N = Z) is not involved in the calculations
of Eq. (5) and Eq. (7).

When neglecting the microscopic shell corrections of
nuclei and setting B(A,Z) = Bexp(A,Z) − EW (A,Z), where
Bexp(A,Z) is the measured binding energy of a nucleus
compiled in Ref. [32] and EW = 10 exp(−4.2|I |) is the
corresponding Wigner correction of the nucleus taken from
Refs. [29] and [37] with I = (N − Z)/A, one can obtain the
symmetry energy coefficient with Eq. (5) and Eq. (7). Figure 3
shows the extracted symmetry energy coefficient asym of finite
nuclei as a function of the mass number A. The filled squares
denote the extracted symmetry energy coefficient from Eq. (5).

FIG. 3. Extracted symmetry energy coefficient of finite nuclei
asym(A) as a function of mass number A from Eq. (5) (filled squares)
and Eq. (7) (open circles). The solid curve denotes that the shell
corrections (Esh) are removed from the binding energy of nuclei.
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The reference nucleus (A,Z) is an arbitrary known nucleus
except for the symmetric nucleus. The open circles denote the
results extracted from Eq. (7), in which the central reference
nucleus (A,Z) is selected. The values of asym(A) obtained in
our approach by Eq. (5) show some oscillations and fluctua-
tions; they can be caused by the quantum effect, i.e., simple
fluctuations of simple particle levels near the Fermi energy.

In the extraction of the symmetry energy coefficient with
the Bethe-Weiszacker mass formula, the microscopic shell
corrections are not involved. In this work, the microscopic
shell corrections for nuclei are removed from the measured
binding energies of nuclei before extracting the symmetry
energy coefficient; i.e., the liquid drop energy of a nucleus
B(A,Z) is expressed as

B(A,Z) = Bexp(A,Z) − Esh(A,Z) − EW (A,Z), (8)

where Esh(A,Z) denotes the shell correction taken from the
KTUY [38] mass model, which is a global nuclear mass model.
The solid curve in Fig. 3 denotes the extracted experimental
symmetry energy coefficient from Eq. (7) by considering the
shell corrections of nuclei. One sees that a smoother curve
for the symmetry energy coefficient is obtained when the
microscopic shell corrections are taken into account.

From the previous discussions, one sees that, given a
Coulomb energy expression with its coefficients well deter-
mined, the symmetry energy coefficient can be calculated by
using Eqs. (7) and (8). As an example, for Coulomb energy
expression set IV, the symmetry energy coefficient can be
expressed as

ãsym(A)

= A

4(A − 2Z)

{
1

n(n + 1)

n∑
i=1

[B(A,Z+ i) − B(A,Z − i)]

+ 0.704

A1/3

[
2Z − 1 − 0.985

(
4

3
Z1/3 − 1

3
Z−2/3

)]}
. (9)

Figure 4 shows the extracted symmetry energy coefficient
asym(A) as a function of the mass number based on four

FIG. 4. Extracted symmetry energy coefficient asym(A) as a
function of mass number with the adoption of the four sets of Coulomb
energy expressions listed in Table I.

FIG. 5. (Color online) The same as Fig. 3, but with Eq. (9). Solid
and dashed curves denote the results of two analytic expressions in
which the coefficients are determined by fitting the crosses.

Coulomb energy expressions listed in Table I. From Fig. 4
one can see that the values of the extracted symmetry energy
coefficients increase by about 2 MeV for heavy nuclei when
the Coulomb correction term is involved, which indicates
that the extracted nuclear symmetry coefficient is dependent
on the Coulomb energy expression and its coefficients
adopted. We also note that the extracted symmetry energy
coefficients do not change appreciably by adopting the shell
corrections from different mass models such as FRDM [19],
KTUY [38], and WS [39].

Figure 5 shows the extracted symmetry-energy coefficient
as a function of A from Eq. (9). The filled circles and crosses
denote the results without and with the shell corrections from
the KTUY model being taken into account, respectively. The
solid and dashed curves denote the results of two analytic
expressions in which the coefficients are determined by fitting
the crosses. By performing a two-parameter fitting to the
asym obtained from Eq. (9) with the shell corrections from
KTUY for 279 data with A � 10, we obtain S0 = 28.32 MeV
and κ = 1.27 MeV, and the corresponding rms deviation
is 238 keV, if assuming mass dependence of symmetry
energy coefficient a(1)

sym(A) = S0(1 − κ/A1/3). When adopting
a(2)

sym(A) = S0(1 + κ/A1/3)−1, one obtains S0 = 35.09 MeV
and κ = 3.38 MeV, with an rms deviation of 385 keV.
Both expressions for the mass dependence of the symmetry
energy coefficient asym(A) originate from the leptodermous
approximation A−1/3 � 1.

It is known that the leptodermous approximation fails to
describe the properties of light nuclei. It is therefore necessary
to investigate the influence of different mass regions on the
determinations of the values of S0 and κ . In Table II, we list
the corresponding values of S0, κ , and the rms deviations σ
(in keV) based on the data for four mass regions: A � 10,
A � 40, A � 50, and A � 60. The rms deviation with respect
to the extracted asym (crosses in Fig. 5) is 238 keV for A �
10 by adopting a(1)

sym(A) = S0(1 − κ/A1/3), which is smaller
than the corresponding rms deviation, 385 keV, obtained by
adopting a(2)

sym(A) = S0(1 + κ/A1/3)−1. For A � 40, the rms
deviations are close to each other when adopting the two
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TABLE II. Comparison of the fitting parameters S0 and κ and
rms deviations σ (keV) between two definitions of asym(A) at four
intervals of mass: A � 10, A � 40, A � 50, and A � 60.

asym(A) A � 10 A � 40 A � 50 A � 60

S0(1 − κ/A1/3)
S0 (MeV) 28.32 28.44 28.40 28.32
κ 1.27 1.29 1.28 1.27
σ (keV) 238 203 204 205

S0(1 + κ/A1/3)−1

S0 (MeV) 35.09 32.63 32.19 31.78
κ 3.38 2.76 2.64 2.53
σ (keV) 385 205 195 188

different formulas for asym. When the data in the mass region
A � 60 are taken, the rms deviation from a(2)

sym(A) is reduced
to 188 keV, which is smaller than the corresponding value
of 205 keV from a(1)

sym(A). One can also see that the formula
a(1)

sym(A) is better in the mass interval A � 10, and the values
of S0 and κ do not change appreciably in four mass regions.
However, for the formula a(2)

sym(A), the value of S0 gradually
decreases and approaches about 32 MeV when the data for
light nuclei are gradually removed, which implies that a(2)

sym(A)
is more suitable for medium and heavy nuclei, A � 60. This is
because the curvature correction is included in the formula
a(1)

sym(A) based on the Taylor expansion, asym(A) = S0 +
asym,surfA

−1/3 + a1A
−2/3 + a2A

−1 + · · · , with the adjustable
parameters a1 �= a2 �= asym,surf , while the curvature correction
is not included in the expression a(2)

sym(A).

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, the symmetry energy coefficients of finite
nuclei are extracted from the differences in the available
experimental binding energies of isobaric nuclei. In this ap-
proach, the influence of other terms in the nuclear liquid-drop
formula can be effectively removed, except for the Coulomb
energy term. It is found that the Coulomb energy expression
directly affects the value of the extracted symmetry energy
coefficient, and the Coulomb exchange correction affects the
values of the volume and surface symmetry coefficients. The
symmetry energy coefficient increases by about 2 MeV for
heavy nuclei when the Coulomb exchange term is involved.
By performing a two-parameter fit to the extracted symmetry
energy coefficient, we obtain the bulk symmetry energy
coefficient S0 ≈ 28.32 MeV and the surface-to-volume ratio
κ = 1.27 when assuming mass dependence of the symmetry
energy coefficient a(1)

sym(A) = S0(1 − κ/A1/3). However, with
a different mass-dependent form for the symmetry energy
coefficient, we obtain a(2)

sym(A) = 31.78(1 + 2.53/A1/3)−1 for
intermediate and heavy nuclei (A � 60), which indicates
model dependence in the extraction of symmetry energy
coefficients from the masses of nuclei.
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